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Recently, signicant advances had been achieved in the formulation of
the path integral on the hyperbolic space, especially the pseudosphere
1
. For
the 2-dimensional pseudosphere 
(2)
, the explicit path integral evaluation of
the propagator (heat kernel) K of the free Hamiltonian (Laplace-Beltrami)





ferent methods. Grosche then evaluated the 3- and (D-1)-dimensional cases,
in the horicyclic, spherical, and equidistant coordinates
1;4
.
In this work, we will also consider the same path integral problem, how-
ever we will be using a dierent method which is basically an extension of
Kubo's method in the 2-dimensional case, where we will restrict ourself to
the horicyclic coordinates. In applying this method, we integrate out rst
the path integral solution of the (D-2)-dimensional "Euclidean space" coor-
dinates which then results in an Abel's type integral equation for K that we
then solve explicitly.
II. Pseudosphere and Path Integral
Let us begin with recalling the basic facts pertaining to the parametriza-
tion of the (D 1) pseudosphere 
(D 1)
in the horicyclic coordinates and the
path integral formulation of the propagator of the free Hamiltonian operator.
The pseudosphere 
(D 1)
























































; ( = 1; 2; :::;D-2); (2.3)



















(up to an overall minus sign factor). This is nothing but the (D-1)-dimensional











) = q, then the metric tensor components of










(a; b = 0; 1; :::;D-2) is the Kronecker's delta.
































































  (D   3)y
@
@y
The path-integral representation of the propagator of the free Hamilto-















































































The integration over the (D-2)-dimensional (path) coordinates (x

) in











































































































) = (t"   t
0
)=N;  = (m=2ih), and based on the above








































































































Thus, the propagator K is a function of R
2
: To get rid of the Y -factor
in evaluating the y-integral in (2.9), let us integrate out the path integral
(2.9) symmetrically with respect to the (







































































Introducing the new variable:
z = ln y; (2.11)
into the path integral in the right hand side of (2.10), we immediately nd
that it is the propagator of a free Euclidean particle
5
. Let us proceed by















where the variables assuming the values:
0  R <1, 0   < 2; 0  
r
< ; (r = 1; 2; :::;D   4): (2.12b)
By substituting the corresponding free particle propagator solution in the
right hand side of (2.10), and evaluating the angular variables integral, we






















































(k) is the hyperbolic distance between two arbitrary points






: Note that, since k is a
variable of integration, it is not necessary related to the fixed hyperbolic




). Let this xed














into two points on the y-axis preserving the hyperbolic distance






III. Solutions for the D = 3, 4, and > 4 cases
In this section, we will be considering the solution of the integral equation
(2.13) for the D = 3, 4, and > 4 cases, separately.
5
A. The D = 3 case
























where in Ref. 3, the solution was given by using the Helgason's method
7
:
(Note that, for this case  = 0! We do not discard  in order to compare with
other results
2;3
). In the following, we will present another method which is
motivated by the fact that the integral equation (3.1) is almost of the Abel's
type, for which the method of solution is well-known
6
.
First of all, we let l = cosh(s) to be a variable so that s is not necessary
equal to the invariant distance d in eq.(2.14). Then we take the derivative of



























Next, by multiplying eq. (3.2a) with ds
p
l   u; where u = cosh(d); and







































where in the left hand side we have changed the variable of integration from
s to l = cosh(s): By reversing the order of integrations with appropriate






















dk K(k; T ): (3.4)
6
Substituting eq. (3.4) into the left hand side of eq. (3.3) and taking the






























which is nothing but the celebrated McKean's result
8
(up to the constants 
and ):
B. The D = 4 case
This is the simplest case, since the integrand factor (k   l)
(D 4)
= 1, so




















This is the same with the result that was obtained by Grosche
4
:
C. The D > 4 case
It is obvious now that the solution of the integral equation (2.13), for these
cases, could be obtained by taking the derivatives of eq. (2.13) with respect
to l; however, the D = even, and odd cases should be treated dierently. For
the purpose of the derivation, let us express the right hand side function in
































Unfortunately, we have not been able to give a closed expression for G
(n)
(s):
1. D = even
The solution of the integral equation (2.13) for K, is straightforwardly





















2. D = odd
For these cases, we rst take the derivative of (2.13) with respect to l,




















By repeating similarly the method of solution for theD = 3 case, as presented
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